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ta ratkaista. Markkinointi budjetin allokointi esimerkiksi on tällainen ongelma.
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sua nimeltä satunnainen todennäköisyys sovitus (random probability matching),
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many strategic decisions that companies do are related to how to allocate
resources, often just simply budget. Such problems are example how to al-
locate budget between different R&D projects or how to allocate marketing
budget. Characteristic to these problems are that they are done under uncer-
tain and imperfect knowledge, which makes them hard to optimize. In those
cases it is hard to estimate what is the payoff of the different alternatives.
Also the expected returns usually change over time. These kind of budget
allocation decisions are usually made periodically. The decision always bal-
ances between allocating resources to those alternatives that seems the best
at the given time and allocating to other options to learn more.

In probability theory this type of sequential resource allocation prob-
lems have been called Multi-armed bandit problems (Mahajan and Teneket-
zis, 2008). The fundamental challenge is how to balance the exploitation and
exploration and find optimal decision rule that maximizes the total gains.
Exploitation here refers using resources on alternatives that based on the
current knowledge yields the best results and exploration on sacrificing some
of the gains to prospect if there would be better alternatives available. (Ma-
hajan and Teneketzis, 2008)

There are some optimal solutions for some of the exact cases but as they
many times have drawbacks, such as complex parameter tuning, heuristics
are often preferred (Scott, 2010). One of the suggested heuristics for solving
multi-armed bandit problem uses Bayesian statistics and is called random
probability matching (Granmo, 2010). As Bayesian computation methods
have recently improved it is now easy to apply random probability match-
ing to almost any payoff distribution. The simplicity of random probability
matching provides clear benefits over traditional experiment design (Scott,
2010). For simplicity we will call Bayesian random probability matching
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

solution for multi-armed bandit as ”Bayesian bandits”.
Random probability matching has been used by many large technology

companies to improve their service and offerings and applied in A/B test-
ing, multivariate testing or site personalization (Scott, 2015). There is lit-
tle research on applying random probability matching to budget allocation
problems. In this thesis we are interested in seeing how budget allocation
problems can be solved using Bayesian bandits and thus our first research
question is:

Q1: How budget allocation problem can be solved using Bayesian
bandits?

We will show how budget allocation problem can be seen as multi-armed
bandit problem and then solved simply with random-probability matching.

There is an ongoing shift in marketing budgets and the portion of digital
marketing has been growing as can be seen from Figure 1.1 below: the share
of digital marketing spend has risen from 10% in 2008 to 25% in 2015
in USA. It is also forecasted that digital marketing spend will double from
around $40 billion in 2013 to $80 billion in 2017 and it is forecasted that
online marketing is going to take 40% of total media spend (Bierdeman and
Senk, 2014). The digital marketing spend is split between categories as: 40%
search, 30% display and 30% social and Facebook is estimated to control
80% of the social (Bierdeman and Senk, 2014). There are also emerging new
businesses who have almost all activities or all marketing activities online.

Online marketing budget optimization has been studied from multiple
perspectives. The budget optimization has been studied in the search mar-
keting by e.g. Archak et al. (2010), Amin et al. (2012), Yang et al. (2012).
There is not much research from social media marketing perspective. Online
marketing budget allocation has been also studied from the game theory per-
spective by e.g. Zhao and Zhu (2010), but there is limited amount of research
from a practical implementation perspective. Facebook itself does not offer a
tool for automatic budget optimization. Therefore, we are interested in how
could Facebook marketing budget allocation be solved using Bayesian ban-
dits. First, we need to look at the payoff distributions. Our second research
question is:

Q2: How can we formulate payoff distributions in Facebook mar-
keting context?

Naturally there are domain specific limitations and specialties which we need
to consider. Interesting is how different limitations and constraints can be
taken considered with Bayesian bandits. This leads to our third research
question:
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of advertising expenditure in the United States from
2008 to 2015, by medium (Statista, 2015)

Q3: How can Bayesian bandits be applied with the constraints of
Facebook marketing?

We will show what kind of limitations Facebook marketing has and how
these limitations are formulated as constraints and how we can solve resource
constraint multi-armed bandit using Bayesian bandits. In addition, we will
show how our decisions will affect the payoff distributions and how this can
be considered.

Looking the online marketing in more detailed we see that the complexity
of digital marketing has increased in the past years if measured in e.g. number
of campaigns per advertiser, number of advertisement creatives per campaign
and targeting variations (Digital Generation, 2013). This has been and is a
challenge for advertisers and has become an opportunity for ad tech compa-
nies. The ad tech industry itself has also gotten complex and is estimated
to get even more complex in the future (Morrissey, 2015). Even though the
increased complexity, ad tech companies can provide tools for efficient mar-
keting management and advertisers have been in-housing the online adver-
tisement management from the traditional media agencies, Bierdeman and
Senk (2014) say that: ”Ad Tech is rapidly disrupting the existing advertising
industry as brand marketers are now able to plan and manage campaigns on
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their own”.
Because of the fast change there is lack of talented people in the online

marketing industry (Spitzer et al., 2013). That combined to the mentioned
growing complexity of digital marketing offers lot of opportunities for ad tech
companies focusing on automating manual work that the online marketing
managers are facing. Facebook as marketing platform as answered this mar-
ket demand by offering a marketing partners ecosystem (Facebook, 2015a)
for companies to build marketing automation and optimization products on
top of Facebook’s API’s (Application Program Interface). This thesis is
conducted in co-operation with Finnish software company called Smartly.io
which is a Facebook Marketing Partner.

As mentioned, Facebook itself doesn’t have automated solution for budget
allocation, but some other Facebook Marketing Partners, who are direct
competitors to Smartly.io, like Automate Ads and Nanigans offer budget
optimization (Automate Ads, 2015), (Nanigans, 2014). Highly competitive
market, implementations and practical research that companies wish to keep
as their trade secrets, limit the examples and information available for public.
In this thesis, we are interested in seeing how our Bayesian bandits approach
performs in real life cases and our fourth research question is:

Q4: How does Bayesian bandit solution for Facebook budget al-
location improve Facebook marketing results?

In this thesis we will develop and implement automatic budget allocation
tool, which when given a group of targeting audiences (ad sets in Facebook
marketing context, see section 3.1) and their historical performance data will
give the optimal budget allocation for the next day. The total budget is not
to be modified, only the budget allocation between the target audiences. The
goal is to maximize the amount of conversion events with the fixed budget,
thus maximizing delivery and thus minimizing the cost per action (referred
to as “CPA”). The selection of the conversion event to optimize towards is
to be selected manually by the advertiser.

The tool will be implemented using agile methods, testing closely with few
customers of Smartly.io following loosely lean principles in software startups
described by e.g. Bosch et al. (2013).



Chapter 2

Multi-Armed Bandit Problems

Multi armed bandit problems (MAB) have been studied since 1950’s and
the problem was first formulated and presented by Robert Robbins (1985).
Multi-armed bandits have been studied multiple applications such as eco-
nomics, clinical trials and control theory (Mahajan and Teneketzis, 2008).
Many different approximate solutions have been suggested. In this chapter
we will shortly present basics of multi-armed band problems and how to they
are approached in present day via Bayesian bandits.

2.1 Multi-armed bandits

Multi-armed bandit problems are sequential resource allocation problems
where agent tries to maximize their expected returns. Multi-armed bandit
problem is consisted of k single bandit processes. Traditional single bandit
process can be described as state machine, which when operated gives some
reward r which is drawn from unknown distribution. There might be cost
of pulling arm, but that can be considered as part of the payoff function. In
classical MAB at given timet the agent decides one and only one process to
operate. (Mahajan and Teneketzis, 2008)

The problem is to find optimal sequence of pulls which maximizes the total
return. Solving multi-armed bandit problem is balancing between exploration
and exploitation. In classical multi-armed bandit problem, there are few key
features: (Mahajan and Teneketzis, 2008)
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1. Only one machine is operated at time
2. Those machines not operated stay frozen
3. Each machine is independent
4. There is no reward from the frozen machines

In many real-life settings, the definitions of the classic multi-armed bandit
do not hold. Multiple arms can be operated at same time or the decision
isn’t fully binary.

2.2 Bayesian bandits

With the development in the computation power the Bayesian approaches to
many problems have become more common during the latest years. Naturally
also there have emerged Bayesian solutions to multi-armed bandit problems
as well. Granmo (2010) suggests Thompson sampling as a solution to Two
armed Bernoulli bandit problem.

Thompson sampling itself is old concept and was originally described in
the 1933 (Thompson, 1933). To simplify, Thompson sampling states that at
any given time if we choose actioni with the same probability that the actioni

is the optimal, that yields optimal solution. In simplicity, the formulation is
as follows:

wat = Pr(a is optimal yt) (2.1)

Where a presents the index of arm and yt the observed data up to time t.
This is easy to solve using Monte Carlo sample simulated from the payoff
function.

Scott (2010) describes random probability matching heuristics derived
from Thompson sampling to manage multi-armed bandits. The benefits of
random probability matching are that it is flexible and easy to implement
and apply to almost any payoff distribution. It also performs relatively well
compared to optimal methods in cases where those are available, without
the need to tune the parameters. In addition, it works well when learning
happens in batches. (Scott, 2010)



Chapter 3

Facebook Marketing
Environment

In this study, we will implement minimum viable product of tool that op-
timizes budgets of ad sets within single ad campaign in Facebook. In this
chapter, we will take a quick look on basics of Facebook marketing on the
technical level. We will cover the relevant parts related to our optimization
objective.

3.1 Ad Campaign Structure In Facebook

Facebook has three level ad campaign structure. The structure is presented
visually in figure 3.1. On the lowest level are ads, they are simply the ad
creatives, containing the text, picture, link and those elements of the ads.
Ad set contains multiple ads and can be seen as the main object in Facebook
ad campaign structure: in addition to the ads it contains information on
the target audience, bid, budget and schedule. On the highest level, there
is campaign that contains multiple ad sets and has some objective, such as
links to web site or action on the web site. The budget in Facebook can be
set for the lifetime of the ad set or set to be daily. In this study we will focus
only on scenario where the budget is set on daily level. (Facebook, 2014)

3.2 Ad Bidding Mechanism In Facebook

Like most of the online advertising, so is Facebook ads sold through auto-
mated auctions. When user enters Facebook, there is auction for available ad

13
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Figure 3.1: Facebook ad campaign structure (The Next Ad, 2017)

slots between those advertisers who have the user in their targeting audiences
(Facebook, 2015). So, there is multi slot auction for ad impressions.

In Facebook advertiser cannot input the final bid for impression in the
auction, but inputs value for some desired action, such as purchase on web
store, this is called the optimization goal (Facebook, 2015b). Based on that
information and the information that Facebook has on their users Facebook
translates the bid to impression level and based on the calculated likelihood
of user doing some action bids differently for different people (Facebook,
2015).

In addition, Facebook considers how people interact with the ad: does
the ad generate likes, comments and shares and is there negative feedback.
Facebook takes this into account and modifies the bid, which affects the final
price per ad that the advertiser will end up paying (Facebook, 2016). The
whole bid relation is presented in equation 3.1.

bid = value set by advertiser ∗ likelihood of conversion

+ organic quality score
(3.1)
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3.3 Ad Auction Mechanism In Facebook

In the actual auction, Facebook uses Vickrey–Clarke–Groves (VCG) auction
mechanism to determine who advertiser gets to show their ads to the cus-
tomers (Facebook, 2016). In VCG auction mechanism usually used in auc-
tions where there are multiple winning positions. In VCG auction the cost
of winning is determined by all the bids that were lower than the bid of the
winner, and is equal to the marginal harm that the bidder causes to other
bidders (McLaughlin and Friedman, 2016). The VCG auction mechanism
has few desirable features: it produces socially optimal outcome, it drives
truthfulness and creates disincentive for gaming the system (McLaughlin
and Friedman, 2016). Generally, bidder i pays based on the following idea:

pi = Optimal welfare for the other bidders if bidder i was not participating

−Welfare of the other players from the chosen outcome

(3.2)

Let’s see how the pay would be calculated in Facebook environment. In
multi slot VCG auction the bids are sorted from the highest to lowest and
the highest bids get the slots. We have N auction slots and K bidders and
K ≥ N . For each available slot there is relative value αj ∈ [0, 1] and for sim-
plicity αj = 0, when j > N (Facebook, 2014) (McLaughlin and Friedman,
2016). For simplicity we reindex bids so that highest bid is b1 and second is
b2 and so on. So in VCG auction in Facebook bidder k pays:

pi =
N∑
j=k

(αj − αj+1) bj+1 (3.3)

So, if one bids more and ends up winning slots in more auctions or winning
more valuable slots in auctions the total payment increases. This is important
to know even when we are doing budget optimization as the next section
shows.

3.4 Relation Between Budget And Bid In

Facebook Advertising

In Facebook advertising the bid and budget are connected to each other
through mechanism called pacing (Facebook, 2016). Pacing mechanism tries
to spend the budget smoothly over time and this is achieved by controlling
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the final competing bid (Facebook, 2015). Facebook (2017a) says that deliv-
ering the budget smoothly over time improves the efficiency as higher quality
impressions are not missed due spending the budget too quickly. Lee et al.
(2013) has shown this to be true also in the online display advertising world.

Lee et al. (2013) presents different approaches to pacing and presents own
approach and evaluates its performance. The details of the implementation
are irrelevant, only the implication that when target budget increases the
pacing system will increase the bid as long as the bid is below the maximum
bid. How the maximum bid is calculated in Facebook is sown in section 3.2.

As shown in section 3.3 when the bid increases the total cost will increase
as well, as advertiser is able to win more expensive impressions. Based on
these we can conclude that when budget is increased the average impression
price increases as well as long as the bid is not start to limit the delivery.
This logical relation is presented in equation 3.4

Budget is increased

→ pacing increases the bid

→ due to V CG auction mechanism, more expensive impressions won

→ average price per impression increases

(3.4)

Naturally different targeting audiences have different sizes and Facebook has
a limit on how many times an ad from same advertiser can be shown to
single person (Facebook, 2015) which causes an upper limit for the deliv-
ery as well. The competition can change which as well affects the realized
prices as well. But as long as the limits are not hit and the competition
doesn’t change radically, increasing budget will increase the realized average
impression price.



Chapter 4

Budget Allocation With
Thompson Sampling

This chapter presents a Sequential Proportional Budget Allocation Problem
and shows how it can be solved with random probability matching and Thomp-
son sampling, techniques used for solving multi-armed bandit problems.

4.1 Sequential Proportional Budget

Allocation Problem

We have actor A, she has K different options and budget B to be divided
between those selections. There are multiple rounds of decisions made and
there is longer (such as day, week, etc.) time between these decision rounds.
At each round t ∈ {1, . . . , T} the actor gives to each option k ∈ {1, . . . , K}
a proportion, bkt, of the budget:

B ∗ bkt,
bkt ∈ [0, 1] ,∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , K} , t ∈ {1, . . . , T} ,
K∑
k=1

bkt = 1, ∀ t ∈ {1, . . . , T}
(4.1)

Each of the different options have own unknown reward functions fk(bkt).
We will ignore the total budget here and look at only the proportion of
budget. We can split the reward function into parts

fk(bkt) = rk(yi θ) ∗ gk(yi bkt) ∗ hk(yi bkt, bkt−1, . . . , bk1) (4.2)

17



CHAPTER 4. BUDGET ALLOCATIONWITH THOMPSON SAMPLING18

In here functions r, g and f are probability distribution functions and y
describes the observed reward from the rounds between 1 and t. Function rk
describes at what rate does option i convert the budget to desired outcome.
This is the most interesting one of these as it has the unknown parameters
θ which need to be learned through experimentation.

Function gk describes in which relation the given budget will translate
into utility, in some cases there might be needed some minimum budget to
even get any reward, or there might be some other constraints that cause
diminishing returns after some point. Function hk captures how the his-
torical decisions affect payoff of the current round, as there might be some
constraints that are dependent on the previous rounds and change with delay
based on the previous decisions.

The optimization problem that the agent is facing is to find and optimal
decision rule to maximize the total reward over all of the rounds:

T∑
t=1

K∑
k=1

fk(bkt) (4.3)

Due to the unknown reward functions the solution balances out between
putting budget on the best performing option and improving the knowledge
about the reward functions by allocating budget to other options.

4.2 Suggested solution

The problem described in section 4.1 sounds like the basic description of
multi-armed bandit problem (Chapter 2). Due to the MAB analogy, let’s
call our different options as arms. There is just one fundamental difference
between our problem and traditional multi-armed bandit problem: as dis-
cussion in section 2.1 in traditional MAB only single arm is played at once
and in our problem there is proportion of budget allocated for each arm for
certain time period t→ t+ 1.

In this set up we do batch update to the learning at each time step
and between time steps t and t+ 1 we apply same decision rule. This can
be seen as superprocess variant of multi-armed bandit problem, where we
control process that in the end controls the individual single arm processes
(Mahajan and Teneketzis, 2008). Scott (2010) mentions that probability
matching approach suits well in situation where learning is update in batches.

Based on this as we do the decision for time period t→ t+ 1 at time t we
can think that all of the rounds we do the decision which arm is pulled happen
at time t. When we follow Thompson sampling: wat = Pr(a is optimal yt)
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as mentioned in 2.2 and have N rounds, the proportion of arms pulled will
follow the the probabilities. As we control how the arms are pulled with the
budget proportion shared between arms we obtain optimal budget allocation
by setting the budget proportion to be equal to Pr(a is optimal yt).

Now we have the optimal solution on general level. Next chapter shows
how the payoff function is constructed in Facebook marketing context and
how this is implemented with the constraints that Facebook marketing has.



Chapter 5

Algorithmic Implementation

In the previous chapter we showed how Sequential Proportional Budget Al-
location Problem can be solved using Thompson sampling. In this chapter,
we will show how the payoff function can be formulated in Facebook mar-
keting environment and discuss how the limitations that Facebook has can
be considered when applying this approach to budget optimization.

5.1 Setup

Due to the Facebook marketing structure (3) the budget allocation decisions
are made on the ad set level, basically allocating budget between different
targeting audiences. Let’s start by defining variables. Ad sets will be indexed
with i. We assume that best indicator for performance of ad set tomorrow
is the performance observed today, thus we will skip the time index in our
notation unless it’s needed for clarification.

Each ad set has budget bi, which we control. Then we collect statis-
tics for each ad set: we have the spend mi, the amount of impressions ei
and the amount of conversions si. Then we have calculated metrics: cost
per impression di = mi/ei, conversion rate ri = si/ei and the cost per action
ci = mi/si.

As we assume that the best indicator of the performance for tomorrow
is the observed performance so far we assume that the expected conversions
for ad set for tomorrow are bi/ci. So to determine which ad set is best we
need to model the cost per action and the uncertainty of that metric.

20
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5.2 Formulating Payoff Function

We assume that the cost per impression di is fact given to us and that the
conversion rate ri is property of ad set and random variable. And from
the definitions we find that cost per action can be defined also as ci = di/ri
and when di is given we need to model the conversion rate ri to find the
distribution for cost per action.

We assume that each ad impressions leads to a conversion with a proba-
bility p. In case we would have user level data we could assume binomial dis-
tribution and say that si ∼ Binomial(ei, ri). Where ei would be the amount
of impressions and ri would be approximately the conversion rate for ad set
i.

In practice, using Binomial might not be the best solution in our case.
We have access only to aggregated data, we can only get the daily amounts of
impressions and actions on an ad level. Also as the conversion events aren’t
unique the rate ri can be in some rare cases over 1, which is not suitable for
Binomial distribution. For these reasons, we see that Poisson distribution
suits this case better. So, we assume that conversion events follow Poisson
distribution.

si ∼ Poisson(ri) ∗ ei (5.1)

To get the distribution for ri we use the conjugate prior, which for Poisson
distribution of form Poisson(λ) is Gamma distribution following Gelman
et al. (2013) and Fink (1997) of form: λ ∼ Gamma(α, β) which is, in some
sense, is equal to total count of α− 1 events in β observations (Gelman et al.,
2013). Thus, the posterior distribution for conversion rate ri in our case is:

ri ∼ Gamma(αi, βi) (5.2)

When we have the data from the ad sets it’s easy to produce samples from
this distribution and calculate the probability of each ad set being best. In
ideal situation we could just use αi = si and βi = ei. Next we will show how
we handle the data to produce good values for the parameters.

5.3 Historical data handling

In ideal world, we could just sum all the historical data to be used. But
selecting which data to use to calculate αi and βi is bit more complicated.
Some events might be rare on single ad set level. Also, deciding how long
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historical data to consider is challenging, balancing between more data and
how quickly can we react to possible changes.

We can safely assume that all ad sets with in campaign has some simi-
larities and the campaign level aggregate information has some value. Thus,
we can leverage the overall performance data to mitigate risk of having too
little data on ad set level.

αall =
n∑

i=1

si

βall =
n∑

i=1

ei

(5.3)

where n is the amount of ad sets.
As we do the budget allocation on multiple days in a row, if we used from

the ad set level only the latest day data, we would lose lot of information on
the ad sets performance history and would increase the risk of single days’
variance to affect the decision. Therefore, we will include ad set specific
historical data in addition to the yesterday’s data to the prior. We divide
this historical data into two parts: short term, meaning few previous days
and long term, meaning last two weeks.

Now we have prior that is calculated from four sets of data: (αall and
βall), yesterday’s data (αyesterdayi and βyesterdayi) short history for each ad set
(αshorti and βlongi) and long history for each ad set (αlongi and βlongi). So we
now have:

αi = αall + αyesterdayi + αlongi + αshorti

βi = βall + βyesterdayi + βlongi + βshorti
(5.4)

To make sure that the historical data or the data from all ad sets doesn’t
dominate too much and we can react to faster changes we scale the histor-
ical and all data down proportionally. Based on this we have the posterior
distribution for the conversion rate ri for each ad set:

ri ∼ Gamma(αi, βi) (5.5)

where the αi and βi are calculated as in equation 5.4.
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5.4 Overview Of The Budget Allocation

Algorithm

Now that we have the basic payoff function for estimating the probabilities
for each ad set being best we formulate the basic algorithm. In ideal world,
we could just allocate the budgets based on the simple samples that we can
produce from the payoff distributions. First, we will show the high-level
algorithm and then we will go into details how different limitations that
Facebook marketing has are considered.

We begin the process by allocating equal part of the budget to each ad
set. Then once a day based on the data we estimate CPA for each ad set
and calculate the probability for each ad set having the lowest CPA. Then
after taking the constraints that Facebook environment gives we allocate the
budget based on the modified proportions following the probability matching
theorem. The total process is presented in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Budget allocation

Initiate by allocating equal share of the budget to each ad set;
while Campaign is active do

Wait 1 day;
Collect latest performance data;
Calculate probability for each ad set for being best in terms of
CPA;
Modify suggested proportions to fit constraints given by Facebook
environment;
Set ad sets budget to match calculated proportions;

5.5 Bayesian Bandits With Budget

Constraints

We have learned that outcomes of too dramatic changes in Facebook are
hard to predict that is why we decide to limit the magnitude of the budget
changes with hard limits. We also know that changing budget will affect the
price of impressions as discussed in section 3.4. From previous learnings, we
decided to use following limits +40% for changing budget up and -60% for
changing down.
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Secondly Facebook cannot guarantee that the given budget would be
spent completely there is a risk of giving an ad set more budget than it
can spend. Different ad sets have different targeting and thus different size
of audience, also Facebook has a limit on how many times an ad from same
advertiser can be shown to single person (Facebook, 2015). These two factors
limit the amount of potential impressions available during single day. Also,
the competition in different audiences might vary which limits the possible
impressions even further if the bid is not competitive enough and therefore
not able to win enough auctions.

Based on this, estimating reliably the real maximum budget ad set can
spend is almost impossible, so we use simple rule based approach. We take
conscious risk of not being able to spend the whole given budget. If we face
a situation where ad set didn’t spend its budget on some day we set the
maximum budget of those ad sets to be miyesterday ∗ 1.05 assuming we have
reached the maximum budget that ad set can spend on a single day.

This provides hard limits for change. First let’s solve the budget con-
strained Bayesian bandit problem and after that take closer look at how the
budget changing changes the costs and how that can be considered.

We formulate iterative algorithm where we utilize Thompson sampling
iteratively with the given budget constraints. In the algorithm in cases where
we try to allocate too much budget for some ad sets, we simply set the budget
proportion for these ad sets equal to the max limit. Then we simply calculate
the probabilities for the rest of the ad sets and repeat. Budgets that fall under
their limits are handled the same way. The complete algorithm is presented
in 2.

5.6 Modeling CPA Changes

Now we have formulated the algorithm for budget constraint Bayesian ban-
dits. There is still one piece missing: what happens to cost per impression
when we change budget. Due to pacing in Facebook’s bidding algorithm,
when budget is increased, the competing bid is increased as well and the cost
per impression goes up as was shown in section 3.4.

The situation gets more complicated when competitors can change their
bids and Facebook’s own bidding algorithms tune also the competing bid.
Based on how pacing and VCG auction mechanism works, we can assume
that most likely when we increase the budget the price per impression and
therefore price per conversion increases as the budget increases. We model
the impression price change with linear model as function of budget change.
The details of the model are trade secret.
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Algorithm 2: Budget allocation with budget constraints

input : CPA Sample = m x n matrix, Budget Limits = n x 2 matrix
output: Ad sets with the budget proportions
Initiate Active Ad Sets with all ad set;
Set Budget Left For Allocation to 1;
while Any Active Ad Sets left and Budget Left For Allocation ¿ 0 do

Calculate probabilities for each ad set being best;
Set budget proportions to be equal to the probabilities * Budget
Left For Allocation;
if Some some ad set has high budget proportion higher than
maximum limit then

Set the budget proportion for that ad set to be the maximum
allowed;
Remove that ad set from the Active Ad Sets;
Decrease Budget Left For Allocation by the allocated amount;

else
Set budget proportions that are below the the minimum limit
to the minimum limit;
Scale rest of the budgets so that total allocation sums to 1;
Set Budget Left For Allocation to 0;

return Ad sets with the budget proportions ;

Now that we have the final part of the limitations modeled we put ev-
erything together. We have solved the optimal allocation in the situation
where the price would stay constant. We will perform numerical stepwise
optimization to solve the optimal budget allocation when the CPA changes
as a function of budget. Due to the characteristics of the target function
we found that custom made optimizer was able to converge faster and more
reliably in this case.

We can take the optimal calculated without estimated CPA change as
an indicator of the direction of the optimal point as we don’t have target
function from which we could nicely calculate gradients. Then we take a
small step towards the estimated optimal allocation and update that learning
rate on every round of iteration. Then we calculate how much the CPA of
each ad set changes and update the CPA samples. With these new CPA
samples and existing budget constraints we calculate the new estimate of the
optimal allocation with the help of the resource limited solution for multi-
armed bandit presented in algorithm 2. And then we iterate until we find
the optimal budget allocation in this case where the cost changes when the
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input changes. The optimization algorithm is presented in the algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Iterative budget allocation

Calculate prior from data;
Calculate conversion rate samples;
Convert conversion rate samples to CPA samples;
Calculate budget limits;
Initialize budget allocations with current budget proportions;
while Iteration limit not reached do

Calculate step;
Calculate optimal budget allocation with budget limits;
Change budget proportions towards the optimal allocation by the
step;
Calculate squared difference between between optimal and current
budget proportion;
if squared difference is low enough then

break loop;

return Ad sets budget proportions ;

5.7 Adding Additional Regulation

To make the algorithm work well for real life scenarios we need to have some
small addition. In the test runs we found that the algorithm was bit too
aggressive so we also add extra exploration share. We distribute 10% of the
total budget in the proportion of the audience sizes to all the ad sets. The rest
90% is distributed according the proportions calculated in our optimization
part.

Now we have the complete algorithmic implementation of Bayesian ban-
dits in Facebook marketing context. Next chapter describes more the details
of the technical implementation.



Chapter 6

Technical Implementation

The predictive budget allocation algorithm developed in this study works
separately from the Smartly.io’s main ads management tool. The main ads
management tool handles data collection and formatting for this predictive
budget allocation tool (referred to as “PBA”) and handles the synchroniza-
tion of the budgets between Facebook and Smartly.io’s tool. The code that
optimizes the budget allocation is written in R (R Development Core Team,
2008).

The code is deployed to own server and it exposes REST API which the
Smartly.io’s advertisement management tool calls. REST (representational
state transfer) technology is an architectural style often used in web devel-
opment first introduced by Fielding and Taylor (2000). The REST API is
implemented using OpenCPU. OpenCPU is a system designed to integrate
statistical computing done in R to other applications with REST API (Ooms,
2014). OpenCPU makes it easy to do statistical calculations in R and inte-
grate that to other applications.

The initial development of the system was done in close collaboration
with one of Smartly.io’s customer. This allowed fast development and testing
with real data in real situation. When the system was working well with that
customer we took more customers to test the performance of the tool.

6.1 Integration with Smartly.io’s ads

management tool

In the Smartly.io ads manager tool when advertiser is creating new ad cam-
paign or editing exiting one they simply toggle the PBA on from the set-
tings and selects the conversion point towards which the system optimizes.

27
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Figure 6.1: User interface of PBA

The user interface is presented in figure 6.1. When PBA is toggled on on
Smartly.io’s ads management tool a background process gets scheduled.

The background process runs once a day after midnight and handles the
budget allocation task. First it fetches the ad sets belonging to the campaign
and the statistics needed. Then it sends HTTP POST -request to the budget
allocation service. After getting the optimal allocation of budgets from PBA
the background process syncs the budget information with Facebook. The
background process also makes sure that possible Facebook specific budget
limits are met. The process is presented graphically in figure 6.2. In addition,
we limited the maximum amount of ad sets one can pass to the service to
500 to make sure the computation happens fast enough.

The format of the input data is presented in data 6.1. In the input JSON
the data-field contains list of ad set data objects. The ad set data objects
contains the id of the ad set, current budget and spend, impression and
conversion data from yesterday, short historical period and long historical
period. Short historical data fields have ’ short’-suffix and long historical
data fields have ’ long’-suffix.

The format of the output data is presented in data 6.2. In the output
JSON the data-field contains list of ad set data objects. The ad set data
object has contains the id of the ad set and the optimal budget proportion.
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Figure 6.2: Budget allocation process
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Data 6.1: Example input data

1 {
2 "data": [

3 {
4 "id": 1,

5 "budget": 100,

6 "spend": 100,

7 "impressions": 10000,

8 "conversions": 10,

9 "spend_short": 300,

10 "impressions_short": 30000,

11 "conversions_short": 30,

12 "spend_long": 600,

13 "impressions_long": 60000,

14 "conversions_long": 60

15 }, {
16 "id": 2,

17 "budget": 100,

18 "spend": 100,

19 "impressions": 10000,

20 "conversions": 20,

21 "spend_short": 300,

22 "impressions_short": 30000,

23 "conversions_short": 40,

24 "spend_long": 600,

25 "impressions_long": 60000,

26 "conversions_long": 40

27 ]

28 }
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Data 6.2: Example output data

1 {
2 "data": [

3 {
4 "id": 1,

5 "budget_prop": 0.4

6 }, {
7 "id": 2,

8 "budget_prop": 0.6

9 ]

10 }



Chapter 7

Evaluation

The implemented budget allocation tool is evaluated from technical per-
spective as well as from performance perspective. The technical evaluation
focuses on how reliable and scalable the implementation is. From the perfor-
mance perspective, we evaluate how the the advertising performance seems
to improve. Due to Facebook’s limitations, we did not perform comparison
test between our implementation against for example static budgets.

7.1 Technical evaluation

During the testing period the deployed budget allocation system functioned
reliably and had zero crashes. In all the test campaigns with all the test
clients the PBA service calculated the optimal budget in less than few sec-
onds, which is fast enough. Based on testing with dummy data we decided
to put maximum limit of ad sets to 500. Facebook itself has limitation of 10
000 non-deleted ad sets per ad account (Facebook, 2017b). But based on the
campaign structures the customers of Smartly.io have, we estimate that the
500 ad set limit per budget allocation is enough.

As the service is fully stateless it would be easy to scale to support more
and more customers just by adding more servers. Based on the resource
consumption on the single machine during our test, we estimate that single
machine can handle the scale easily for long time. Based on this we conclude
the technical implementation to be successful.
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7.2 Performance evaluation from

advertisers’ perspective

We evaluated the optimization performance of the solution with 3 different
clients in 3 campaigns total. In all the test cases the bid and ads were
not modified during observation period. Due privacy reasons the absolute
amounts or dates are not shown in the graphs. On the horizontal axis, there
is day number and on the vertical axis the values are scaled to the value on
the first day.

In the first case, the set up was following: PBA activated to existing
campaign, 18 ad sets total. In the figure 7.1 we can see how after activating
the PBA the amount of daily conversions start to increase and the CPA
decrease. In the end of the observation period 70% of the total budget was
allocated to the best 33% of the ad sets. We can clearly see how the improved
budget allocation stabilizes the daily CPA to lower level and increases the
daily conversions bit.

Figure 7.1: Case 1: Daily CPA and conversions

In the second case, as well the PBA was activated to an existing campaign.
There were 12 ad sets in total. In the figure 7.2 we can clearly see the increase
in scale from the daily spend curve. The scale doubled while the CPA stayed
on the same level. This happened as PBA is able to allocate budget from ad
sets that are not spending to those ad sets that are able to spend the budget.
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Figure 7.2: Case 2: Daily CPA and spend

In the third case, PBA was on from the beginning of the campaign. In
total, there were 24 ad sets. In the figure 7.3 we can see how it takes few
days for PBA to find the optimal allocation. We can also see how PBA has
done bad decisions around day 8 and 9 and is then able to recover and fix
the allocation after that.

After rolling out the feature to all Smartly.io customers the feature got
positive feedback from the customers. Here is public quote from Kaushal
Bhalotia, Head of Online Marketing ZALORA Group(Smartly.io, 2015):

”Smartly.io’s predictive budget allocation feature helped us scale
our success in an efficient and rapid way. During our annual
ZALORA Fashion Fever Week, we saw great success in both mar-
keting efficiency and volume.”

Customers of Smartly.io who started using the product like how it reduces
manual work and at the same time improves results. We can claim that the
implementation was successful also from the advertisers’ perspective.

7.3 Future development

Smartly.io will continue developing and improving the implemented product.
One area to be developed in the future would be related how the historical
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Figure 7.3: Case 3: Daily CPA and conversions

data is handled. Instead of having 3 simple data sets the tool could utilize
real time series data. If there is in future need to be able to handle more than
500 ad sets at time the iterative optimization needs improvement. Now we
also made simple assumption that the performance of the ad set tomorrow
is same as today. Considering if there is some trend in the performance of
individual ad set would most likely improve the results.

Other areas where the budget allocation tool could be improved is how
it models the change in performance. Now we also took the impression
prices as given and assumed that they stay quite constant over time and
only the budget would affect the impression prices. Taking for example
weekly seasonality into account might make sense as well. Improving how
the maximum spend is estimated might require big improvements as currently
it seems to be way too simple. Would be interesting to see if with some of
these improvements would help get rid of the forced extra exploration.

Would be also interesting to see if this approach could be used with
flexible total budget and fixed cost per action goal. Other interesting devel-
opment direction would be to take revenue events into account and optimize
towards value of conversion events, such as purchase values in e-commerce
site, instead of just the amount of conversion events.



Chapter 8

Discussion

In the previous chapters, we have shown how sequential budget allocation
problems can be solved using Bayesian bandits, in more detailed using Thomp-
son sampling and random probability matching solution to multi-armed ban-
dit problem. The simplicity of the solution offered by Thompson sampling
is amazing. As suggested by Scott (2010), if one can just formulate the pay-
off distributions for the different alternatives, the implementation of random
probability matching is surprisingly simple.

In the end in the final implementation we ended up having lot of do-
main specific regulation on top of purely implementing just Thompson sam-
pling. By doing so, we gave one example of implementing random probabil-
ity matching with constraints. We also gave example of solving multi-armed
bandit problem with random probability matching where the pulling cost is
dependent on the decisions made. In the next sections, we will go through
every research question in detailed and after that give ideas of possible future
research.

8.1 Q1: How budget allocation problem can

be solved using Bayesian bandits?

In the chapter 4 we showed how sequential proportional budget allocation
problem can be solved using random-probability matching heuristics used
to solve traditional multi-armed bandit problems. By thinking that all the
pulls happen at the time when the decision is made for the next time period
we can ignore the total number of rounds played before next time updating
the learning and simply allocate budgets in the proportion that Thompson
sampling suggests. This –in hindsight– simple idea allows completely new
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family of solutions to be applied for solving budget allocation problems.

8.2 Q2: How can we formulate payoff

distributions in Facebook marketing

context?

In this thesis, we ended up modeling conversion events in Facebook market-
ing as Poisson process. Estimating event counts with Poisson isn’t anything
new, but as there isn’t much research on Facebook marketing, showing that
conversion events in Facebook marketing can be modeled as Poisson process
is new information. The way we did estimate the conversion rate from im-
pressions to conversion events ends up giving good estimate for the observed
conversion rate. This works well if we assume that the conversion rate within
single target audience stays constant and only uncertainty is related to the
measurement and the performance of the ad set tomorrow is same as today.

We were able to model how changing budget changes the the price paid
for the advertisement. Even though the model was just one time fit for the
data from all advertisers it works well enough. The modeling of how the
impression prices change was good, but there were other limitations. Now
we took the realized prices as truth and assumed that only thing that affects
the price is the changes we do. Even though the model could be improved
in the future, based on the tests it performed well and provided accurate
enough results to make good budget allocation decisions.

8.3 Q3: How can Bayesian bandits be

applied with the constraints of Facebook

marketing?

As the budget changes per time couldn’t be too large we developed an al-
gorithm for handling constraints when applying Thompson sampling. The
same approach can be used also elsewhere when Thompson sampling is used
in scenario where there are some constraints, or if regulation for some other
reason is needed. The capping algorithm presented in section 5.5 provides
simple and elegant way of applying Thompson sampling with constraints.

With the help of the capping algorithm we were able to force budget
limits to ad sets that weren’t able to spend their full budget. Using the budget
where it can be spent provides more efficient budget allocation. Using simple
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approach of caping in cases where it could not be fully spent to just above
the maximum spend proved to be efficient in this context. When looking
only at the spend of yesterday there is risk that single ad set might end up
jumping every second day from spending whole budget to not spending the
budget. This could be improved by comparing the given budget and realized
spend level from longer period.

As mentioned in the previous section we were able to model the payoff
with the changes that the budget allocation tool was going to make. Using
iterative optimization, we were able to take how the budget change affects
the performance.

8.4 Q4: How does Bayesian bandit solution

for Facebook budget allocation improve

Facebook marketing results?

We were able to implement system that does automatically budget decisions.
Based on the test cases it does good decisions and the customers of Smartly.io
agree. When the tool was activated to existing campaigns (section 7.2 cases
1 and 2) we saw clear improvement in results. In test case 1 being able to
stabilize the CPA levels while increasing the scale ∼2–3 fold was impressive.

Being able to move the budget where it can be spend improved the scale of
marketing as well as can be seen in the test case 2. Automatically monitoring
where the budget can be spent with good performance and moving the budget
there improved the scale ∼2 fold compared to manual monitoring.

When the budget allocation tool was on from the very beginning of the
campaign as in case 3 we saw that that it was able to find the optimal
allocation in few days. In addition, we noticed that the tool was able to
recover from bad decision it made.

There were only few test cases analyzed in this thesis but the results
look really promising. Most likely there will be cases where the tool doesn’t
perform as well, but then those cases need to be analyzed then individually
and the algorithm improved based on the learnings.

The basic budget allocation problem in Facebook marketing seems simple:
just put money there where it gives best results. But as we saw from these
test cases putting an algorithm do the decisions automatically on behalf of
the marketer improves results. As computers can monitor way more ad sets
and do decisions every day without human errors the budget allocation tool
can improve marketing results and free the marketer to focus on something
else than monitoring the performance every day.
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8.5 Future research

There are interesting possible future research topics in multiple areas. One
area is researching how this implementation can be improved in the current
setting, second is validating more how well Thompson sampling approach
to budget allocation problem works on theoretical level and third is testing
Bayesian bandits approach in other budget allocation problems.

The future development section (section 7.3) mentioned many possible
areas where this solution could be improved. One interesting area is validat-
ing more deeply some of the assumptions that were made in this thesis. Now
we assumed that the performance of the ad set tomorrow is the same as it
was today, studying how well that holds and how the historical data handling
could be improved to have better predictions of the future performance.

Interesting would be also see how well our implementation of using Thomp-
son sampling for solving budget allocation problem compares against other
possible solutions in theoretical setting. Also, would be interesting to see how
our simple capping algorithm for applying Thompson sampling with multi-
armed bandit problem with constraints compares in performance to other
methods used with constrained multi-armed bandit problems. Studying how
optimal the capping algorithm is, and are there better ways of introducing
constraints to Thompson sampling. Our iterative solution for solving multi-
armed bandit solution with arms which cost depends on the decision rule
was custom made for this case. Interesting would be to see if there would be
more generalized approach.

Now that we have shown that daily budget allocation in Facebook mar-
keting can be optimized with using Bayesian bandits would be interesting
to see what other budget allocation problems could be solved using similar
approach. Implementing Bayesian bandits with constraints and with payoff
function that is dependent on the decision rule is simple. One needs only
formulate the payoff function for different options and solution presented in
this thesis could be applied. Now we did budget allocation in day-to-day
Facebook marketing optimization.

Interesting would be to see if higher level marketing budget decisions
could be automated with similar approach. Another field that would be in-
teresting is budget allocation between different R&D projects. Creating cred-
ible payoff distribution functions there might be challenging, but if the payoff
distribution can be formulated, using Thompson sampling will be straight
forward to implement after that.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this thesis, we’ve shown how budget sequential proportional budget alloca-
tion problem can be solved using Thompson sampling. If one can formulate
function for the payoff distribution the simplicity of Thompson sampling al-
lows using it in budget allocation problems in addition to more traditional
multi-armed bandit problems. This opens whole new method of solving bud-
get allocation problems in uncertain settings.

We also provided a simple algorithm to apply Thompson sampling in
situation where there are some constraints. The suggested cutting method
provides simple solution for on how to take minimum and maximum con-
straints into account. This can be used if for example there is limits how
dominant single arm can be or if some minimum amount of plays on each
arm is required. Our suggested solution doesn’t require re-generating sam-
ples and if the constraints are feasible operates in linear time in terms of
number of arms.

Third thing introduced in this thesis is the use of iterative optimization
in addition to Thompson sampling. In cases when the payoff distribution
is dependent on the decisions made naturally the optimality changes as the
function of the decisions. We’ve shown that Thompson sampling can be
applied in this kind of setting with iterative stepwise optimization. If the
relation is linear there is no need for generating new samples, the samples
only need to be updated.

This thesis expands the use of random probability matching solution for
multi-armed bandit problem for budget allocation problems. In addition,
we suggest two algorithms for expanding the use of Thompson sampling in
constraint problems and in scenarios where the payoff function depends on
the decisions made.
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